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You may order any custom colour for textile softwall + softblock based on the pantone shade of your choice!

Let us know the details of your project and we will provide a quote, confirm lead-time and confirm if the order meets 
minimum quantity for custom colour orders.  The minimum size orders for custom colour are quite reasonable and they 
vary according to the sizes and combinations of sizes you are looking at. For example 5 units of 2440mm (8’) tall textile 
softwalls meets the minimum per custom colour, as does any combination of softblocks in the same width and adding 
up to the same overall height as combination of 5 units of 2440mm (8’) tall textile softwalls.

For minimum orders per custom colour by size of softwall + softblock, please see chart on the last two pages of this pdf.

12 - 15 week lead time for custom colour textile softwall + softblock (expedited service available)

custom colours for textile softwall + softblock
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product  dimensions 
height x width

material minimum order product code

modular softwall
custom colour textile

All modular softwall + softblock elements 
are flexible in length, opening to a 
maximum of 4.5 meters (15') long. When 
softwall + softblock are compressed for 
storage they are less than 50mm (2") thick.

1830 tall x 305mm wide (6' x 12")
ships in box  1930 x 360 x 95mm (76" x 14.25" x 3.75") 
textile   17.1kg (38lbs)

M1 textile   21.5kg (47lbs)

2440 tall x 455mm wide (8' x 18")
ships in box  2540 x 515 x 95mm (100" x 20.25" x 3.75")

textile   28.8kg (63lbs)

M1 textile   37kg (82lbs)

custom colour  textile

custom colour textile

min. order of 11

min. order of 5

SWT-CU-6

SWT-CU-8

3050 tall x 455mm wide (10' x 18") 
ships in box  3175 x 515 x 95mm (125" x 20.25" x 3.75") 
textile   35.8kg (79lbs)

M1 textile   46kg (101lbs)

custom colour textile min. order of 2 SWT-CU-C

*When combining sizes, please ask a molo representative for confirmation of your total order meeting the minimum order size.

soft

You may order any custom colour for textile softwall + softblock based on the pantone shade of your choice! softwall + softblock is a modular system of freestanding flexbile partition walls 
and building blocks in a variety of sizes, two materials and three standard colours, offering a range of properties including translucency and opacity, acoustic absorption, UV, fire and water 
resistance. Both materials used contain recycled content and are 100% recyclable. A stainless steel wall hook is provided with each softwall for simple compact storage.
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soft

product  dimensions 
height x width

material minimum order product code

modular softblocks
custom colour textile
305mm(12") wide

305 tall x 305mm wide (1' x 12") 
ships in box 405 x 330 x 75mm (16" x 13" x 3")

textile   2.5kg (5lbs)

M1 textile   3.6kg (8lbs)

610 tall x 305mm wide (2' x 12")
ships in box 710 x 330 x 75mm (28" x 13" x 3")

textile   4.5kg (10lbs)

M1 textile   7.2kg (16lbs)

915 tall x 305mm wide (3' x 12")
ships in box 1015 x 360 x 95mm (40" x 14.25" x 3.75")

textile   7.6kg (17lbs)

M1 textile   10.8kg (24lbs)

custom colour textile

custom colour textile

custom colour textile

min. order of 66

min. order of 33

min. order of 22

SWT-CU-1-12

SWT-CU-2-12

SWT-CU-3-12

modular softblocks
custom colour textile
455mm(18") wide

305 tall x 455mm wide (1' x 18")
ships in box 405 x 485 x 75mm (16" x 19" x 3")

textile   3.5kg (8lbs)

M1 textile   4.6kg (10lbs)

610 tall x 455mm wide (2' x 18") 
ships in box 710 x 485 x 75mm (28" x 19" x 3")

textile   6.5kg (14lbs)

M1 textile   9.2kg (20lbs)

915 tall x 455mm wide (3' x 18") 
ships in box 1015 x 515 x 95mm (40" x 20.25" x 3.75")

textile   10.1kg (22lbs)

M1 textile   13.8kg (31lbs)

custom colour textile

custom colour textile

custom colour textile

min. order of 40

min. order of 20

min. order of 10

SWT-CU-1-18

SWT-CU-2-18

SWT-CU-3-18

All modular softwall + softblock elements are flexible in length, opening to a maximum of 4.5 meters (15') long. All elements in the softwall + softblock modular system connect together with 
concealed magnets in an almost seamless way with the vertical joints blending with the rhythm of the vertically pleated structures. 

*When combining sizes, please ask a molo representative for confirmation of your total order meeting the minimum order size.
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custom colours for textile softwall ·  minimum order quantity
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soft

product  dimensions 
height x width

material minimum order product code
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custom colour textile

custom colour textile

custom colour textile

min. order of 40

min. order of 20

min. order of 10

SWT-CU-1-18

SWT-CU-2-18

SWT-CU-3-18

All modular softwall + softblock elements are flexible in length, opening to a maximum of 4.5 meters (15') long. All elements in the softwall + softblock modular system connect together with 
concealed magnets in an almost seamless way with the vertical joints blending with the rhythm of the vertically pleated structures. 

*When combining sizes, please ask a molo representative for confirmation of your total order meeting the minimum order size.
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product  dimensions 
height x width

material minimum order product code
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All modular softwall + softblock elements are flexible in length, opening to a maximum of 4.5 meters (15') long. All elements in the softwall + softblock modular system connect together with 
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